
Inspirational   Thought:   
“Though no one can go back and make a brand new start,  

anyone can start from now and make a brand new ending.”  
– Carl Bard 

USSF  Sanctioned  Events  
DATE  LOCATION             EVENT         POC   TYPE 

16 Apr 16  Monterey Park           Cherry Blossom         Andrew Freund  Demonstration 

14 May 16 San Antonio, TX        Asian-Pacific Island           Tom Zabel  Demonstration  

21 May 16 Long Beach, CA        U.S. Sumo Open         Andrew Freund  Tournament  

22 May 16  Garden Grove, CA     Afterglow 2016                   Jim Lowerre  Tournament 

  4 Jun 16 Los Angeles, CA        Sumo Sushi         Andrew Freund  Demonstration  

11 Jun 16  San Diego, CA           Sumo Sushi                         Andrew Freund  Demonstration 

18 Jun 16  Santa Ana, CA           Sumo Sushi                         Andrew Freund  Demonstration  

18 Jun 16  Parkville, MO            Titan Games         Matt Ritchie  Tournament   

22 Oct 16  San Antonio, TX        Texas Classic         Tom Zabel  Tournament  

20 May 17 San Antonio, TX        U.S. Nationals                     Tom Zabel  Tournament                  

International  Events 
DATE                      LOCATION               EVENT                                 QUALIFYING  EVENT 
30-31 Jul  2016               Mongolia                           World Championships                      2016 U.S. Nationals 

TBD, 2017             TBD                                   World Combat Games                      2016 U.S. Nationals / North Americans 

3 – 13 Aug 2017             Wroclaw, Poland               World Games                                    2016 U.S. Nationals / North Americans   
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 Japan’s Pro News:   Hakuho Wins Amid  

                                        Dameoshi Controversy 

“If you gotta start somewhere,  
why not here 

If you gotta start sometime,  
why not now” 

– TobyMac 
Jesse Owens in the starting blocks 

Jesse Owens – Berlin Olympics 1936 



SHIKIRI  TO  TACHIAI 

In this section we will discuss basic fundamental movements, positions, and postures.   

These are key to your sumo training and ability to perform well during your matches.     

SUMO  ESSENTIALS By Tom Zabel 

These are the preparation movements at the beginning of a match which range from stillness to motion and combines technique, 

the mind, and the body at once.  The rikishi places both hands on the dohyo, keeping in mind your opponent’s readiness to start the 

match.  Most bouts are won or lost at the moment of tachiai.   

 

When both athletes are still, and all four hands are on the dohyo, the gyoji (referee) will signal for the match to begin.  This is 

different in amateur sumo than in professional sumo (where all hands do not have to touch the dohyo and the gyoji basically 

affirms a fair start between the athletes).  In amateur sumo an athlete cannot be “leaning into” the tachiai and/or do a “touch and 

go” – both athletes must be still and wait for the gyoji to start the match.  Some referees will start the match immediately upon the 

fourth hand touching the dohyo, some will hesitate and be sure both athletes are not moving before starting the match.   

Step 3:  Touch the dohyo with both hands.   

 

             Shift weight onto hands, still keeping feet flat on dohyo.   

 

             Hips should be lower than shoulder.   

Note 1:  I always recommend starting just behind the shikiri-sen (starting lines).  Your hands must be behind the line (not on or 

touching).  I don’t see any advantage starting further back, you are just giving up precious real estate to your opponent.  I’d rather 

be fighting on his side of the dohyo, not mine.   

 

Note 2:  I recommend starting with both feet parallel to each other (not one foot ahead of the other).  My reasoning is that you are 

telegraphing which foot you will begin your tachiai with – i.e. if your right foot is further back than your left, you will naturally 

take your first step with your right foot.  If you keep both feet parallel you can start the match by taking your first step with either 

foot.  (If you notice Yokozuna Hakuho, he starts his matches with one foot behind the other and he has made Japan’s highest rank 

and done extremely well – my rebuttal to that is – “You’re not Hakuho”.)  A side note is that you should practice your suriashi, 

alternating your start with either foot, so you are more naturally inclined to start with either foot during a match.   

 

A seasoned athlete will notice these small things to increase his/her advantage.     

Step 2:  Clench fist loosely and touch dohyo with pinky finger.   

 

              You may touch the dohyo with one hand (right or left) or  

              both hands at the same time.   

Step 1:  Drop hips and center of gravity deep in a squat.   

 

              Place elbows on thighs of each leg.   

 

              Pull jaw toward neck but keep eyes up.  Shift force  

              (weight) forward, but keep feet flat on the ground.   

Step 4:  Make initial charge with a push (oshi) and  take the position  

             of chugoshi.   



KOTENAGE  

   Arm Throw   

 

“Kote” means “forearm” ,  “nage” means “throw”.  The attacker wraps his arm around the opponent’s inside gripping arm, 

locking it up on or near the elbow and turning away from him, usually at the edge of the dohyo.  Similar in principle to uwatenage 

except that the mawashi is not used.   

Because of the size differential of wrestlers competing as amateurs (light- , middle-, 

heavy-weight) versus professional (no weight divisions) there are some techniques 

used more often in the amateur arena than on the professional side.   In this section 

we will highlight various techniques.   

 

Kotenage and Sukuinage are two common types of throwing techniques used in 

amateur sumo.     

SUKUINAGE 

   Beltless Arm Throw  

 

“Sukui” is “scoop or pick up” or as applied in sumo a “trip up”, and “nage” is “throw”, so Sukuinage  is a beltless arm throw 

using  a trip.    
 

From an inside gripping position, the attacker releases the gripping hand and extends that inside arm across his opponent’s back as 

he turns away and pulls the opponent forward and down.  The attacker’s hip is shifted under his opponent’s body and then the 

twisting throw is executed with no grip on the mawashi.   

KIMARITE   
KORNER 

決 
ま 
り 
手 

By Tom Zabel 

STEP 1    Often used as a last ditch attempt at the edge of the dohyo but it is also effective when your opponent charges hard  

                at the tachiai.  Wrap your arm around your opponent’s arm from the outside and turn away.   

STEP 2    While turning away, lock up your opponent’s inside arm near the elbow.   

STEP 3    Force your opponent down by leaning forward and twisting his arm downward.   

                               STEP 1                                          STEP  2                                                                       STEP  3 

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 

STEP 1   Extend an inside arm across your opponent’s back.  Use your other hand to grab his upper arm/elbow and twist him  

               around and down.  To be effective, force your inside arm down and take a deep step in the direction of the inside arm.  

               This throw is done occasionally from a double inside arm position.   

STEP 2   As you turn away or twist, place your hip into your opponent to use as a trip.  Your foot remains on the dohyo.   

                Be sure to lock your opponent’s inside arm at the elbow by grabbing it with the palm of your hand.   

STEP 3   Continue to rotate him around your hip and down to finish the bout.   



GYOJI  -  STARTING  A  MATCH  Part 1 
By Tom Zabel 

PRELIMINARY  ACTIONS 

  

The gyoji must carry out his actions in a swift and orderly manner, taking care not to impede the movements of the rikishi. 

  

The gyoji & rikishi enter the dohyo at their respective tawara (toku-dawara).  The gyoji steps into the ring while the rikishi should 

position themselves just outside the toku-dawara, waiting for a signal from the gyoji to enter.  The gyoji may signal the rikishi to 

enter the dohyo with his hands or a nod of the head.  Then rikishi step into the dohyo.  The gyoji will then give the command of 

“bow” (“Rei”).  The rikishi bow to each other.          

  

The gyoji waits just inside the toku-dawara, feet together at the heels with toes pointed at a 45 degree angle, hands straight along 

the side of his/her body while the rikishi perform the ring entering ritual (chirichozu – literal translation “washing the dust from 

your hands”) of cleansing and showing your opponent that you are not concealing any weapons.  (see Figure 1) 

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

                   Figure  1                                         Figure 2                                            Figure 3                                       Figure 4 

  

As the rikishi step forward to squat (sonkyo), the gyoji also takes two steps forward, standing in front of and between the starting 

lines (shikirisen)  (see Figure 2).  When the rikishi are balanced and are relaxed during sonkyo the gyoji will shout, “Take your 

positions” (“Kamaete!”).    

 

  

STARTING  THE  MATCH: 

   

When the rikishi stand and step back, the gyoji takes one and a half steps backward with both legs spread at a 45 degree angle, 

knees slightly bent, with both arms extended with palms facing inward.  (see Figure 3) 

  

The gyoji shouts, “Get your hands down, no more waiting” (“Te o tsuite, mattanashi!”) to signal the rikishi to get in the set 

position of shikiri. (see Figure 3)  

                            

If one rikishi is in the set position with both hands on the surface of the dohyo before the other rikishi has both hands touching the 

dohyo, the gyoji may say, “not yet, not yet” (“Mada yo, mada yo!”) and indicate to the second rikishi to place both hands on the 

dohyo by saying, “Te o tsuite, te o tsuite!”.  

  

After both rikishi touch the surface of the dohyo with both hands, the gyoji gives the signal to start by shouting “Go”              

(“Hakke-yoi!”) to the rikishi, who start the tachiai.  (see Figures 3 & 4) 

 

  

RULES  OF  THE  TACHI-AI: 

  

The tachiai is started by the shout “Hakke-yoi!” of the gyoji. 

  

The rikishi’s hands must touch down behind the starting lines (shikirisen). 

          Note:  It is not recognized at the tachiai in amateur sumo to touch the surface of the dohyo momentarily or make a motion  

                     to touch as the professionals do in Japan.  Amateur rikishi must wait on the gyoji to start the match. 

  

If a rikishi begins the tachiai before the gyoji shouts “Hakke-yoi!”, the gyoji must shout “wait” (“Matta!”) and start the tachiai 

again. 

 

To be continued in the next issue 



                                                                                                                  Three more wins kept the dream alive; but a day 9 loss to  

                                                                                                              ozeki #1-West KISENOSATO brought on three more black  

                                                                                                              stars and ended SHOGIKU's promotion chances.  Losses to  

                                                                                                              the current yokozuna in the last three days left him at 8-7.   

                                                                                                                  Meanwhile, KISE rolled out ten consecutive wins from the  

                                                                                                              get-go (with day 10 victim being yokozuna #2-East  

                                                                                                              KAKURYU) to grab the lead at the 2/3 point.  But HAKUHO  

                                                                                                              and yokozuna #1-East HARUMAFUJI were waiting there –  

                                                                                                              and they succeeded in slowing KISE's run for the Cup.  That  

                                                                                                              left HAKUHO in control:  he took down all four ozeki and  

                                                                                                              both the other yokozuna to finish 14-1.   

                                                                                                                  “Sleeping Thunder's” day 8 win over sekiwake-East  

                                                                                                              YOSHIKAZE was controversial, in that HAKUHO gave his  

                                                                                                              opponent a strong “dameoshi” shove even when it was clear  

                                                                                                              the other man was a “dead body”.   As a result, YOSHIKAZE  

                                                                                                              went flying off the ring, where he slammed into a ringside  

                                                                                                              judge and broke said judge's leg.  HAKUHO was warned  

                                                                                                              verbally, and did apologize for the incident.  He also appeared  

                                                                                                              to win the senshuraku bout with HARUMA in “matador  

                                                                                                              style” by sidestepping the other Mongolian's tachi-ai.   

                                                                                                              HARUMAFUJI went 9-6; KAKURYU finished at 10-5. 

    KISENOSATO won his last three matches, posting a 13-2 record to lead the ozeki ranks.  Fighting under a demotion threat, #2-

East GOEIDO erased the kadoban on day 9 and was 10-1 after day 11:  he then batted .500 to go 12-3.  #2-West TERUNOFUJI 

was 8-4 after day 12, but lost his last three to tie with SHOGIKU at 8-7. 

    None of the rikishi in the lower sanyaku managed kachi-koshi, meaning there will be a wholesale housecleaning for the Natsu 

Basho in May.  On the East side, sekiwake YOSHIKAZE & komusubi TOCHIOZAN both went 4-11. On the West side, sekiwake 

TOYONOSHIMA fell to a 3-12, while TAKARAFUJI (who had bested HAKUHO on day 1) ended his tournament with a 6-9. 

    Maegashira #1-East KOTOYUKI lost 3 of his first four torikumi - but the win was over HARUMA, earning him a kinboshi.  He 

then won his last 11 matches to take the Shukun-Sho (Outstanding Performance Prize) and put up a 12-3 record to top the 

hiramaku ranks.  Other maegashira records worthy of note: 

 

#4-East IKIOI (10-5)                                    #6-East MYOGIRYU (10-5)                              #11-East ICHINOJO (11-4) 

#6-West SHODAI (9-6)                               #7-West KAISEI (11-4)                                      #10-West TAMAWASHI (9-6) 

#13-West MITAKEUMI (10-5)                   #14-West DAIEISHO (10-5)  

 

    The Kanto-Sho (Fighting Spirit Prize) and Gino-Sho (Technique Prize) were not awarded this basho. 

 

    In the Juryo Division, #1-East OSUNAARASHI won the yusho (and likely return to the top of the banzuke) with a 13-2 record.  

Other honorable efforts from sumo's “Triple-A” ranks: 

#6-East ENDO (11-4)                                   #10-East CHIYOSHOMA (11-4)                        #13-East DEWAHAYATE (9-6) 

#1-West SEIRO (9-6)                                   #2-West NISHIKIGI (9-6)                                   #13-West AMAKAZE (9-6) 

by Jim “Yukikaze” Lowerre 

HAKUHO  WINS  AMID  DAMEOSHI  CONTROVERSY 
APOLOGIZES FOR UNNECESSARY FORCE IN TAKING 36TH YUSHO:  

KISENOSATO GOES 13-2, BUT WILL NOT BE PROMOTED 

Osaka Day 14:  Yokozuna Hakuho defeats Ozeki Kotoshogiku  

– Japan Times 

    For the first time in ten years, there was true drama for those Japanese sumo fans who had long decried the takeover of their 

beloved sport by Americans, Bulgarians, Estonians, Georgians and – worst of all – the hordes of Mongolia.  The victory of ozeki 

#1-East KOTOSHOGIKU in the Kokugikan in January was likely viewed as a crack in the wall of gaijin supremacy that had built 

up over 59 basho.  And not only was there hope that the native sons were beginning to break their bonds... but that, with a second 

championship, an ethnic Japanese would actually earn promotion to yokozuna. 

    It all sounded fine... except no one consulted the current powers-that be.  When yokozuna-West HAKUHO lost his shonichi 

match to komusubi-West  TAKARAFUJI, everyone held out more hope for SHOGIKU's promotion chances.  Sadogatake's top 

rikishi opened with four straight wins, then lost to maegashira #2-East OKINOUMI.   



The U.S. Youth/Junior National Sumo Championship was held in conjunction with the Liberty National Wrestling 

Championships, February 20th, in St. Joseph, Missouri.  The Liberty Nationals draws 1700 wrestlers ages 6 thru 18 from forty 

states and is considered to be the most prestigious folk-style wrestling youth/junior event in the nation.  Thirty-five opted for 

sumo, a number that we are sure will only rise as we continue putting on youth/junior tournaments thrice yearly (crossing 

fingers).  About 80 matches took place after a demonstration with senior wrestlers Trent Sabo, Virgil Goodin, and Kelly Gneiting, 

refereed by Tom Zabel and announced by Matt Ritchie. 

 

“This was a great experiment to see if we can build the numbers for the USSF in the 6u to 18 u age group.” said Bill Gossett 

Executive Director of the Liberty Nationals.  Seventeen participated in the Junior division and eighteen participated in the youth 

division.  “I feel the numbers should grow exponentially each year”, Bill added.  The brackets were shown as live results on 

track wrestling and are still available for viewing.  The matches were also live streamed for the international internet feed on Flo 

Wrestling. This was the first time the USSF has held this event separate from the senior U.S. Nationals. Stay tuned for more action 

on the youth/junior divisions as we watch their progress.  

2016  U.S.  YOUTH / JUNIOR  NATIONALS 
By  Bill Gossett 

Youth Divisions 

 

8-10 YO  Light 

Gold Jesse Lewis  (Nebraska) 

Silver  Cael McCabe  (Iowa)  

Bronze  N/A 

 

8-10 YO Heavy 

Gold  Edon Davis  (Minnesota) 

Silver  Jayce Curtis  (Michigan) 

Bronze  Peyton Elliott  (Missouri) 

 

10-12 YO  Light 

Gold  Isaiah Short  (Michigan) 

Silver  Connor Smith  (Missouri) 

Bronze  Trevor Wilson  (Missouri) 

 

10-12 YO  Heavy 

Gold  Zachary Olson  (Missouri) 

Silver  Nathan Spindler  (Minnesota) 

Bronze  N/A 

Junior Divisions 

 

Light 

Gold Leonard Kiser  (Wisconsin) 

Silver  Mario Succurro  (Michigan)  

Bronze  Randy Carter 

 

Middle 

Gold  Evan Begeman  (Michigan) 

Silver  Mario Perez  (Kansas) 

Bronze  Warren Cox  (Michigan) 

 

Heavy 

Gold  Ryan Skillington  (Missouri)  

Silver  Nathan Businger  (Michigan) 

Bronze  Tyler Delooff  (Michigan)  

 

Open 

Gold  Ryan Skillington  (Missouri) 

Silver  Tyler Delooff  (Michigan) 

Bronze  Leonard Kiser  (Wisconsin) 

Tom Zabel officiates two youth newcomers at this years’ new marque event.   

Photo courtesy of  Bill Gossett 



U.S.  NATIONAL  SUMO  CHAMPIONSHIPS 
TRIBUTE  TO  AN  ICON 

    The Senior U.S. National Sumo Championships were held on the 2nd of April, at the Union County College 

gym, in Clark, New Jersey.  This area was the “birthplace” of amateur sumo in America.  Yoshisada 

Yonezuka trained some of the first U.S. athletes (along with a few from Hawaii) to compete at the World 

Sumo Championships.  A tremendous athlete himself (9th degree Black Belt in Judo) and Head Coach of the 

Olympic U.S. Judo Teams of ‘88 and ‘92, Yone also trained Emanuel Yarbrough in sumo.  Yone and his 

Cranford Judo and Karate Center was well known throughout the world for producing world-class athletes.   

    Manny competed at the 1st World Amateur Sumo Championships in 1992 and placed 2nd in the open-

weight division.   His defining moment came in 1995, when he was the first non-Japanese to take the GOLD 

at the World Championships.  He was one of the most famous sumo wrestlers outside Japan.  From ‘92-’96 

he accumulated one gold, three silver, and a bronze medal in those world championships.   

    Manny passed away in December 2015.  In honor of his pioneering contributions to amateur sumo in the 

U.S., his family and friends were invited as special guests to the Nationals.  A moment of silence was 

observed and a plaque given to family to commemorate his impact on the sport.             

By  Tom Zabel 

Texas Classic Oct 2015  
Photo curtesy of Jessica Brower 

Men Heavy Medalists: 

Gold        Roy Sims 

Silver       Mike Wietecha 

Bronze     Mark Lawrence  

Men Light Medalists: 

Gold         Trent Sabo 

Silver        Andrew Freund  

Bronze     Wade Strober   

Men Middle Medalists: 

Gold         Kena Heffernan 

Silver       Renee Marte  

Bronze     Ed Suczewski 

Women Heavy & Open Medalists: 

      Gold    Natalie Burns 

     Silver    Jaclyn Feuerschwenger 



    No Master Divisions were held at this years’ National.   

 

    At the Annual Membership Meeting, Trent Sabo and Bill Gossett were introduced  

as the elected Trustees.  Kelly Gneiting resigned from his position as Trustee a few   

weeks before Nationals.  It was voted on at the Annual Meeting by the membership  

and Tom Zabel was elected as Trustee to fill out the remainder of Kelly’s term.   

 

These indivuals were elected into the following Executive Committee positions:  

          President              Tom Zabel 

          Vice-President     Helen Delpopolo 

          Treasurer              Americus Abesamis  

          Secretary              Ed Suczewski 

2016  TEXAS  FIESTA  TOURNAMENT 

    The 6th Annual Texas Fiesta Sumo Tournament was moved to March due to  

the Nationals taking place in April.  After a short introduction of sumo to the  

spectators, we had a couple youth come out on the dohyo to give it a try.  It is  

always fun getting the kids out – the audience loves it, and more importantly  

the kids love it.  For most, sumo is very unique and although Lone Star Sumo  

has been hosting demonstrations and tournaments in and around the San Antonio  

area for over 12 years, live, in-person sumo still amazes the Texans that come  

out to watch.   

    Sumo always draws the biggest spectator crowds at the annual San Antonio  

Asian Festival, and that’s usually the case wherever we do a demo.  Getting  

them to commit as an athlete is the difficult part.  Most people love watching,  

but only a few will step into the dohyo for battle.   

 

Results of Men’s Open:  Gold – Frank Pena, Silver – Justin Ridling  

 

Results of Women’s Open:  Gold – Jasmine Jones, Silver – Jessica Brower      

U.S.  NATIONAL  SUMO  CHAMPIONSHIPS  continued 

TRIBUTE  TO  AN  ICON 

Medalists:  Justin, Frank, Jasmine, Jessica  
Photo curtesy of Frank Pena 

By  Tom Zabel 

Men Open Medalists: 

Gold        Roy Sims 

Silver       Rene Marte  

Bronze     Kena Heffernan 

Women Middle Medalists: 

Gold        Helen Delpopolo 

Note:  Because the World Games and the World Combat Games are both scheduled next year, the World 

Sumo Championships will not be held.  Next years’ U.S. National Sumo Championships will be held in  

San Antonio, TX on 20 May, 2017.   

U.S. National Sumo Championships  

All US National Photos Courtesy of Bill Gossett 


